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Strømnett utbygging

• The electrical grid => 

need for substantial

renewal and growth



Decreased citizen ownership in renewables since change of the law in 2014; 



Self-sufficient energy systems



Targets





Citizens! Small communties

Citizen support for the Energiewende remains high, 

with recent surveys indicating that about 80–90% of 

the public are in favor.
Amelang, Sören; Wettengel, Julian (4 May 2016). "Polls reveal citizens' support for 

Energiewende". Clean Energy Wire (CLEW). Berlin, Germany. Retrieved 2016-09-09.

Germans want clean energy, and a lot 
of them want to produce it themselves.

It has empowered local communities 
and their citizens to generate their own 
renewable energy.

Roughly 334,000 Germans 
already work in the 
renewables sector – far 
more than in the 
conventional energy 
sector.

The EEG requires grid operators (the 

electric utilities) to connect, on demand, 

any RE facility to their grid, and to do so in 

a way that minimizes the connection cost 

for the facility owner.

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/polls-reveal-citizens-support-energiewende


Obstacles and conflicts

Regulations (e.g. Environment, Wildlife etc) and planning agencies do not 

always coincide with citizens and local authorities priorities. 

»Endless» planning procersses!

NIMBY effects (not-in-my-back-yard) occur and 

delay constructions significantly.

Conflicts between different levels of government: 

municipality, region, state, federal !

Privacy rights in conflict with digitilization; smart grids? 

Small and self-sufficient systems in conflict with energy security?

Industrial preferenes for large systemes

Politically impossible to shut

down coal production?



A project (among many) 

in Germany

Europäische Akademie in Ahrweiler / 
Bad Neuenahr

• Scenarios and main focus on ethics and 
participation => 

EnAHRgie: Conception of sustainable
land use and energy supply at the
municipal level. Implementation in the
model region Ahrweiler

Funding: BMBF, Innovation groups
“Sustainable Land Management”

Duration: March 2015–August 2019

Co-ordination: Dr. André Schaffrin

Project Website: www.enahrgie.org

https://www.ea-aw.org/team/andre-schaffrin.html
http://www.enahrgie.org/


Ahrweiler.       Pop.: 28.000    





Ethics on the agenda!

• 11 days after Fukushima in March
2011 Angela Merkel announced the
phasing-out of nuclear power in 
Germany and the energy transition to 
renewable energy!

• Klaus Töpfer: ”Die Energiewende ist 
in erster Linie ein ethisches
Problem! ” = «Energy transition is 
first of all an ethical problem!»



"It is rather that alternatives create new decision spaces. Also, the more 

decentralized and differentiated the energy supply will be, the more alternatives 

will be available. This increases the opportunity for citizens to participate in 

decisions and to participate, for example, in cooperatives and other models with 

which their own responsibility can be organized. It strengthens civil society. "



One way to arrange ethical arguments and concerns: the ethical matrix



The many expert voices!



Post-normal science

• Facts are uncertain / high 
system uncertainty

• Values are disputed

• Stakes are high

• Decisions are urgent. 

Framework for science 
advise to governments 
(ref Sir Peter 
Gluckman)



A broad, complex task of

sociatal change!

• Face uncertainties

• Seek consensus 

and collaboration





A sort of conclusion?

• Even ambitious goals can be realized in the long run! One 

needs to start early enough!

• The «right» goal may gather strong public support! 

Without that it is impossible.

• Multi-level governance and broad public engagement / 

participation become essential elements of progress.

• Legal regulations, financial incentives and small system 

designs have to follow technological innovation. 

• Let ethics and values, particularly in pluralistic societies, 

provide the resonance of all measures and political

choices.
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